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Symbolic execution was ﬁrst deﬁned for programs during the 70th as a way to
analyze feasible paths of programs under analysis and also, conjointly with solving
techniques, to generate test cases for partition structural testing. The class of
target languages for symbolic execution has been extended during the following
decades. More recently this technique has been transposed at the modeling level,
to analyze possible executions of models written using various modelling languages.
Symbolic execution has been used as a base for implementing structural testing or
model based testing algorithms, reﬁnement testing, model or program debugging
techniques (deadlock search, invariant checking), model-checking introducing ﬁrst
order structures. The growing interest on symbolic execution, inducing a growing
community of users, is also motivated by scalability improvements induced by recent
advances in constraint solving techniques.
The Usages of Symbolic Execution (USE) workshop aims at being a forum both
for researchers working in the scope of formal techniques and grounding their analy-
sis techniques on symbolic execution and for users of technologies based on symbolic
execution. This book contains the proceedings of the 1rst USE workshop, held on
the 23rd of June, 2015, in Olso, and colocated with the 20th International Sympo-
sium on Formal Methods (FM 2015). Each submission was reviewed by at least 3
Program Committee members.
We would like to thank all the people who contributed to the success of USE’15:
the Program Committee, the authors and the invited speaker, Nikolai Kosmatov,
researcher at CEA LIST, who gave an instructive talk on “Symbolic Execution
and Advanced Test Coverage Criteria”. We are particularly grateful to the local
organizers of the FM 2015 conference that oﬀered all the needed assistance.
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